2013 Scholarship Recipients:

**Elks & Royal Purple Susan Lane Scholarship**
- Matt Friesen – University of Western Ontario

**Elks & Royal Purple Deborah Kully Scholarship**
- Candice Boden – University of Alberta

**Elks & Royal Purple Gordon Leslie Memorial Scholarships**
- Michael Vekasi – University of Western Ontario
- Ann Bruder – University of Alberta
- Li Tang – University of Toronto
- Karen Giannandrea – University of Ottawa
- Britney Kruk – University of Western Ontario
- Kalista Smith – University of Alberta
- Mary Bowden – University of Toronto
- Leanne Silberberg – University of Toronto
- Lauren Quinn – University of British Columbia
- Carmen Lishman – Dalhousie University
- Kelly Gain – University of Western Ontario
- Véronique Roy – Université du Québec à Trois Rivières
- Sarah Greenhow – University of Toronto
- Jennifer Finbow – Dalhousie University

**KIDSPEECH™ Scholarship**
- Karine Milliard – University of Ottawa

**Grace Margaret Harris Scholarship**
- Ioan Curca – University of Western Ontario

**SAC Scholarships**
- Clayton Fisher – University of Western Ontario
- Gillian Taylor – The University of British Columbia
- Courtney Hibbs – University of Western Ontario
- Ashley Lyons – The University of British Columbia